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Nestle is the largest company which is in the worlds leading food manufacturer and the market leader in both
coffee and mineral water, produces a wide range of products including prepared dishes and cooking. Cadburys
has established itself in all sectors of its primary market â€” chocolate. Diseconomies of scale will be occurred
if Cadbury expands their business too quickly. The organisation works with around about 35, suppliers both
directly and indirectly. Besides, the number of suppliers also will affect supply. On the other hand, dealers
also prefer Cadbury products for their family use. Other factors for affect the change in demand could be
related to the cooling weather and to the recession. An increase in number of suppliers shifts the supply curve
rightward. Products such as Cadbury Dinking Chocolate, Dairy Milk Buttons and Giant On closer scrutiny
however, it could be realised that advantage could very well be even more in certain circumstances when one
is studying by distance study. A significant amount of respondents also give importance to concentration on
distribution and having better advertising appeal and message for the same. When economies of scale are
realised, economic growth can be achieved. The greater the number of suppliers in the market, the greater the
supply of Cadbury products in the market. The higher price will increase their net revenue. If by increasing in
the population, there will be more buyers than there must be more of the market demand. On the other hand,
consumers may wait to buy the products if they know the prices are going to drop in the near future. The main
one percent documentary essay animal rights and ethics essays on euthanasia. Therefore the demand of the
product will increased due to the raise of income. Producers may delay the production of Cadbury in the
current period if they expect the price of the products to rise. Related Pages:. However, if there is no
substitutes for certain product, although the price of the product itself increased, people cannot switch to other
alternative, then it will be more inelastic. In the current economic state, they are still facing and need to sort
out the issue of the deficit of cocoa and the price increases in cocoa. Furthermore, since they merged, the
company was already seen as a secured firm. The sale revenues dropped drastically as many consumers may
be unwilling to buy the product. Traditional sweets can and do easily override customer purchase of Chocolate
and Milk products. Cadbury Dairy Milk has been the market leader in the chocolate category for years and has
been a part of every Indian's moments of happiness, joy and celebration. This is an analysis of the company
Cadbury Limited and its impact on the confectionery market, which will focus on what forces have grown this
company, its development, products and competitors, and how it has achieved its success This often involves
research and after that structuring that research into a spat that is definitely the points within an organized
fashion. For example, if the income of the consumer increase, they have more money to spend, therefore they
will buy more goods. As a result, there is a strong demand towards Cadbury products.


